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Decision 89-05-066 May 26, 1989 

Maned 

MAY 301989 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Application of ) 
MCI Telecommunications Corporation ) 
(t,)'$OllC) for a Certificate of PUblic ) 
convenience anc3. Necessity to Provide ) 
High Speed Digital Private Line ) 
Service for the Purpose of IntraLATA ) 
Transmission at Speeds of 1~S44 ~ps ) 
or Higher Throughout the State of ) 
California. ) 

------------------------------) 

Application 88-l0-053 
(Filed October 3l, 1988) 

QEXNlO~IfXXNG DECISION 89-02-02S 

On February 27, 1989 MCI Telecommunications corporation 
(U-SOll-C) (MCI) filed a petition for modification (petition) of 
Decision (D.) 89-02-025 dated February 8, 1989. MCI in its 
petition seeks modification of 0'.89-02-0250 in the following three 
respects: 

1. Deletion of Ordering Paragraph 1.e., which 
requires that MCI must establish its rates 
anQ charges above costs: 

2. Deletion of Orc3.ering Paragraphs 7 and 8 
which directed MCI to- file certain 
semiannual reports for a two-year peri04, 
on the development of this new service: and 

3. Allowance of an additional 30 days 
!ollowing the issuance of this order for 
filing its acceptance of the certificate of 
public convenience an4 necessity (CP~) 
grante4 by 0.89-02-025. 

XCI's Eositip" ReCW'din9-COs:t...»ased Rat~ 
In its petition, MCI assp.rts that the imposition of a 

cost requirement in setting rates is inconsistent with the modified 
settlement agreement adopted in Phase I of Order Instituting 
Investigation (I.) 87-11-033 by 0.88-09-059. MCI further contends 
that the reasons for such a requirement are not set forth in 
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0.89-02-025, and while the Oivision of Ratepayer AClvocates (ORA) 
did advocate such a requirement in its protest and comments· on 
MCl's application CA.) 88-10-053· the decision discusses neither 
ORA's position nor MCl's opposition. Further, MCl arques that it 
has been held to be a non-dominant provider of telecommunication 
services and therefore the setting of its rates ~elative t~ costs 
is not consistent with sound regulatory principles. 
Protests and COIIIIIents Received Relative 
~'s Position on cost Based hj:es 

ORA and Pacific Bell (Pacific) filed timely protests to 
MCl's petition. ORA contends that MCl's petition flies in the face 
of esta~lished Commission precedent, and that the Commission must 
consider the antitrust implications of its activities. 1 

ORA also challenges as inappropriate MCl's reference to 
0.84-06-113, relative to its position as a non-dominant interLATA 
carrier. ORA asserts that 0.84-06-113 clearly deals with dominance 
in the well-established interLATA and interstate long-distance 
market. 0.89-02-025 dealt with the new, changing market for 
intraLATA high speed digital private line service, and until 
0.89-02-025 and its companion decisions were issued on February 8, 
1989, no· competition was permitted fo~ such service in the 
intraLATA market. ORA opines that it is too early to consider 
dominance, or lack of it, for this high speed digital service in 
the intraLATA market. 

ORA also maintains from its review of D.84-06-113 and the 
settlement a~eement of D.88·-09-0S9 that neither order Hlim.its the 
Commission's power to impose terms and conditions on applicants for 
Certificates of PUblic Convenience and Necessity (CPCNs) ~yond the 
express language of the settlement: agreement and 1).88-09-059." ORA 

1 ORA cites Ho~grn California Po~r Agency v. Public:: Utile 
&2mm.~ 5 Cal. 3d 370 at 379, 380, 9& cal. Rptr. lS, 486 p' 2d 1218 
(1971). 
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bolsters its position by pointing out that Mel's ~oss revenues for 
1987 were $3.939 billion and is a well-capitalized, profitable 
corporation with sufficient resources to enable it to engage in 
below cost pricing, particularly for a small segment of its mar~et. 

Lastly, DRA comments that it is ironic tor Mel to 
petition for a change to eliminate a restriction on its ability to 
price below cost, when it was among those vociterous opponents of 
below cost pricing by Pacific" AT&T Communicates of california, 
Inc. (AT&T-C) and GTE California In~orporated (GTEC). 

In its protest, Pacific agreed that 0.88-09-059 approving 
the modified settlement does not require Mel to price its intra~A 
high speed digital services above cost. However, Pacific contends 
that MCl fails to pOint out any terms from the modified settlement 
whi~h would support its ar~ent that pricing of services above 
cost is inconsistent with the modified settlement. 

Pacific notes that nothing in D.88-09-059 suggests that 
requiring MCl's intraLAXA high speed digital private line service 
to be priced above cost is inequitable. Pacific' asserts that such 
requirement in 0.89-02-025· is reasonable and in the public 
interest, and the imposition of that requirement in addition to 
those set out in D.88-09-059 is not improper. 

Pacific states that the compelling reason for re~iring 
MCl to price its intra~A private line services above cost is to 
ensure that competition takes place on a level playing field. 
Pacitic and other local exchange companies (LEC) are required to 
set their rates and charges for intraLAXA high speed digital 
private line services above the cost of providing the service~ 
Therefore, Pacific argues that without requiring MCI to price above 
its cost, thore is no way for the Commission to ensure that MCI is 
not engaging in below cost pricing to the detriment of other . 
providers of these services. 

Pacific urqes that whatever costing convention and 
requirements, are applied to·. one carrier also be applied to that 
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carrier's competitors. Pacific then challenges MCl's argument that 
D.89-02-025 does· not discuss the requirement that MCl.'s price be 

set above the cost ot turnishing the service. Pacific refers to 
page & of D.89-02-025 where the Commission determined that the 
monitoring and reporting information requested by the DRA in its 
protest is needed by the Commission to, protect competitors against 
anticompetitivc behavior e.g., below cost pricing. 

GTEC also- replied to MCl's petition and asserted that 
indeed there should be a requirement that competitors such as MCl 
have their rates and charges set above costs of providing the 
service. GTEC explains that this requirement will protect the 
LEe from being disadvantaged by "loss leader" offerings by new 
competitors, until such time as the LECs are granted further 
flexibility in setting their rates. GTEC believes this requirement 
is especially appropriate because this service is invariably sold 
to sophisticated businesses who will shop around for the best c'leal, 
and pay little, if any attention, to the supposed "dominance" or 
other mystique of the incumbent local exchange carriers. 

GTEC then suggests that if the Commission wishes to qrant 
MCl's petition, it should do so only on the condition that all 
competitors for this service, including the LECs, may file tariffs 
for this service without cost support. 

On March 13, 1989 AX&T-C replied to MCl's petition and 
concurred with MCX's arguments, except that AT&T-C disagreed to the 
extent that MCl would consider AT&T-C as a dominant carrier in this 
new intra LATA market. AT&T-C asserts that it cannot be considered 
a "dominant carrier" in this intraLATA high speed digital market 
because as yet it has no customers to this new service. 

In supporting HClI's proposed moclifications of D.89-02-025 
AT&T-C further requested that such modifications apply to all 
interexchanqe carriers authorized to provide intraLATA high speed 
digital private line service. 

- 4 -
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J2j.fiC\1ssion J3!:gaxdingCost BaRd Bates 
When we added.this requirement to Mel's CPCN in 

D~89-02-025 we did not anticipate any controversy_ We were 
mistaken in that expectation. 

The settlement agreement in Phase I of l.87-11-033 
contained a requirement that Pacific Bell and GTEC offer cost 
justifications to establish the lower bound of their pricinq 
flexi'i;)ility in this market. No such requirement was prescribed for 
new entrants. Given that Pacific Bell and GTEC were starting in 
this newly-competitive market from a near-monopoly position with 
monopoly local service as a potential source of cross-subsidy, the 

cost-justified price floors were an appropriate measure to help 
assure that the market wou14 develop fairly. We believe that ~e 
parties had precisely these concerns in mind in drafting the 
specific terms of the settlement on this issue. 

As a new entrant in this market, MCl bas neither market 
share nor potential recourse to- any source of monopoly reVenues to 
cross-subsidize prices for anticompetitive reasons. Further, it is 
difficult to anticipate how MCl could make such anticompetitive 
conduct pay, as it would need to- become domin~nt in the market and 
determine a means to exclude others (in particular, Pacific Bell or 
GTEC) before becoming able to sustain prices high enough above cost 
for long enough to recoup its losses from initial predatory 
pricing. Such a scenario- may be theoretically possible, but fro: 
this vantage it is certainly far-fetched and there is no evidence 
in its favor. As described later in this order and elsewhere, we 
will continue to monitor the development of this market closely to 
assure that it develops fully and fairly. Also, we retain our full 
investigative authority to· respond to· evidence of anticompetitive 
conduct on the part of Mel or others,. whether brought to our 
attention through our own formal ~onitoring or by Aggrieve4 
parties • 

- s-
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We are therefore left with no good policy rationale to 
support this requirement, and a good argument that its i~position 
would disturb the integrity Of the settlement's implementation. We 
will grant MCl's motion to delete Ordering Paragraph l.e. from 
0.89-02-025, and will entertain similar motions from o~~er new 
entrants. similarly situated. 
Hex's P2§ition on..Beport(ing Reguirpents 

MCl asserts that the imposition of reporting requirements 
on MCl was not discussed or contemplated by the parties to the 
settlement agreement in Phase I of l.87-11-033 or 0.88-09-059. MCl 
opines that if ORA-wishes to advocate imposition of such 
requirements, it is free to do so in later phases of I~87-11-033, 
and the Commission should explore reasons for such reporting 
requirements at hearings before ordering the reports to be filed by 
MCl. 
Protests and Comments ot Interested Parties 
Relative %~rtin~equir9ments of D.82-02-QZS 

Pacific opines that the need for these reports is 
apparent, ~ecause the reports will allow the Commission to assess 
the impact of allowing competition for intraLATA high speed digital 
private line services. These monitoring and reporting requirements 
will also provide the Commission with information it needs to
oversee the effects of competition. Therefore, Pacific contends 
that the monitoring and reporting requirements of 0.89-02-025 are 
reasonable and should not be modified. 

GTEC does not take issue with the reporting requirement 
of 0.89-02-025 tor MCl. AT&T-C supports the position and requested 
~odification filed by Mel. ORA first asked for more stringent 
reporting requirements in its December 2, 1988 protest of Mel's 
A.88-10-053. NOW, ORA takes strong exception to MCl's request to . 
~ exe~pted from the less onerous reporting requirements of 
Ord.ering Paragraphs 7 and. S ot 0.89-02-025-,. stating that these 
re~irements are entirely' consistent with recent Commissionaetions 
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to monitor the development of competition in markets where 
competition was formerly prohibited. 

ORA also notes that MCl is not the sole applicant that is 
subject to the reporting requirements~ Identical reporting 
requirements were imposed on u.s. Sprint communications, AT&T-C, 
Cable and Wireless, Wang Communications and Bay Area Teleport by 
decisions issued contemporaneously with 0.89-02-025- on February 8, 
1989. 

ORA also notes that these reporting requirements will 
"sunset," since the Commission only requires that the reports be 
filed for a two-year period through year end 1990. 
Discussion of Reporting Requirements tor 
Kel's lnt~ High ~ed Digital service 

The issue of reporting requirements, while not advanced 
by the parties to' the Phase I settlement agreement in I.87-11-033 
or in D.88-09-059, w~s properly addressed in D.89-02-02S and in 
other contemporaneous orders issued on February 8, 1989. We also 
sUbstantially reduced the burden and sensitivity of these reports 
for this emerging competitive industry,. as· compared to the content 
and timing initially recommended for these reports by DRA. 

First we asked that the reports be filed semiannually 
rather than quarterly; more significantly, we deleted the 
requirement that these utilities compute their costs on a monthly 
basis for each rate offering. 

The remaining reporting requirement is not an onerous one 
since we are only asking for monthly service volumes, monthly 
inward movement volumes, and monthly recurring and non-recurrinq 
billings by tariff r~te elements. 

This information does not reveal who the customers are, 
how they were solicited~ or their specific level of business 
activity with MeI. Thus, the question of propriety of the reported 
information is largely moot • 
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The calendar year 1990 sunset provision for these reports 
was inserted in the hope that competition will truly emerge for 
this high speed digital private line service, and this industry can 
be left to compete without need for reporting thereafter. We agree 
with ORA and Pacific that the reporting requirements of 
0.89-02-025· are reasonable and necessary. Therefore, we see no 
reason to make any change in the modest reporting requirements 
adopted for MCl in D.89-02-02·S at this time. 
Findings of FaX,t 

1~ 'I'he Phase I settlement in l~87-11-033 included cost
justification requirements only for the intraLATA high-capacity 
private line prices of Pacific Bell and GTEC. 

2. The integrity of the commission's implementation of the 
Phase I settlement would be better preserved if the requirement to 
price above cost were deleted from MCl's CPCN granted in D.S9-0Z-
025. 

3. MCl has no monopoly markets from which cross-subsidies 
could be extracted to support predatory pricing in the high
capacity intraLATA private line market. 

4. MCl has no apparent means to exclude other competitors 
from any segment of the intra~A high-capacity private line 
market .. 

5·. It is extremely unlikely that Mel is now or will 
foreseeably be in a position to, profitably pursue anticompetitive . 
conduct in the competitive intraLATA high-capacity private line 
market. 

6. The better preservation of the integrity of the 
Commission's implementation of the Phase I settlement and the 
inability of MCl to, profitably pursue anticompetitive conduct are 
good cause to delete the requirement to price above cost from MCI's 
intraLATA high-capacity private line CPCN .. 

7. The semi-annual reports required by Ordering Paragraphs 7 

and 8 of D.89-02-0ZS are· reasonable and necessary to inform the 
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commission of the development of emerging competition for these 
intraLATA high speed digital private line services. 

8. The reporting requirements discussed in D.89-02-025 and 
in 6. above do not contain references to specific customers or the 
marketing practices of MCX: and, therefore, any question of 
propriety of such information is largely moot. 

9. A calendar year 1990 sunset provision has been 
incorporated in the reporting requirements of 0.89-02-02~ so that 
these reports may be terminated as and when competition fully 
develops. 

10. There is no compelling reason to make any changes in the 
modest reporting requirements adopted for MCI in 0.89-02"-025·. 

11. The allowance of an additional 30 days after the 
effective date of this order for MCI to file its acceptance of the 
CPCN authorized by 0.89-02-025 is a reasonable and necessary 
request. 
~QDclusions ot Law 

1. Good cause having been shown, ordering Paragraph l.e. 
should be deleted from 0.89-02-025. 

2. Applicant's request for an additional 30 days from the 
date o·f this order to file its acceptance of the CPCN authorized by 
0.89-02-025- is reasonable and should be granted. 

3. Except to the extent set forth in conclusions of Law 1. 
and 2. above, MCI's petition for modification of 0.89-02-025 should 
be denied. 

Q-B D E R 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. The following changes are made to the ordering paragraphs 

of Decision 89-02-025- issued February 8, 1989: 
A. ordering Paragraph l.e. is deleted. 

b. Ordering Paragraph S. is modified to apply 
within 30 days after the effective date of 
this order instead of 0.89-02-025 • 

- 9 -
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2. The oraerin9 para9raphs ana other provisions and 
requirements of 0.89-02-025 datecl February 8, 1989, except as 
expressly moelifieel here, continue to apply to MCI after the 
effective elate of this order. 

3. All other relief requesteel by MCl in its petition for 
moaification of D.S9-02-02S is elenieel. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated May 26, 19'8·9, at San Francisco, california .. 

I abstain. 

/sl FREDERICK R. DUOA 
COltlltlissioner 

- 10- -

G. MITCHELL WILK 
President 

STANLEY W·. HOLETT 
JOHN S. OHANIAN. 
PATRICIA M. ECKERT 

COltlltlissioners 
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Decision 59 05 066· 0 I,.J JUwlQJUUJLAJLb 

BEFORE THE POBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Application of ) 
MCI Telecommunications Corporation ) 
(U50llC) for a Certificate of PUblic ) 
Convenience and Necessity to Provide ) pplication 88-10-053 
Hiqh Speed Diqital Private Line ) (Filed October 31, 1988) 
service for the Purpose of IntraLAXA ) 
Transmission at Speeds of 1.544 mbiS 
or Hiqher Throughout the State of ) 
California. ) 

--------------------------~--) 
OPXNXOHJ!ODX~D£CISIQH 62-02-025 

/ 
On Fe))ruary 27, 1~9 MCI Telecommunications Corporation 

(U-SOll-C) (MCI) filed a p~tition for modification (petition) of 
Decision (D.) 89-02-025 d'ted February S, 1989. MCI in its 

I . 
petition seeks modifica~on of 0.89-02-025 in the following three 
respects: / 

1. Deletion/of orderinq Paraqraph (O.~.) 1.e., 
which requires that MCI must establish its 
rates and charges above costs; 

2. Deletion of 0.P.7. and 0.~.8. which 
directed MCI to file certain semiannual 
reports for a two-year period, on the 
development of this new service; and 

3. Allowance of an additional 30 days 
followinq the issuance of this order for 
fil''inq its acceptance of the certificate of 
public convenience and necessity (CPCN) 
qr,anted ))y D .. 89-02-025. 

I 

llCI!.s PosUi.2n Regarding cost Based Rates , 
In it,s petition, MCI asserts that the imposition of a 

cost requirement in settinq rates is inconsistent with the modified 
I 

settlement aqreement adopted in Phase I of Order Instituting 
Investiqation !(I.) 87-11-033·))y D.88-09-059. Mel further contends 
that the reasons for such a requirement are· not set forth in 

, 
I 
I 

./ 

: 
; 
I 
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Piscussion Regarding C~-lAs~d Bates 
When we added this requirement to MCl's CPCN in 0.89-02-

025 we did not antieipate any controversy. We were mistaken in 
that expectation. 

The settlement agreement in Phase I o~ I.87-11-033 
contained a requirement that Pacitic Bell an~TEC ofter cost 
justifications to esta~lish the lower bOU~Of their prieinq 
flexi~ility in this market. No sueh req6irement was preseribed for 
new entrants. Given that Pacific Bel and GTEC were starting in 
this newly-competitive market from near-monopoly position with 
monopoly local service as a poten ial source of cross-subsidy, the 
cost-justified price floors wer an appropriate measure to help 
assure that the market would ~veloP fairly. We ~elieve that the 
parties had precisely these ~ncerns in mind in drafting the 
specific terms of the sett~ment on this issue. 

As a new entrantfin this market, Mel has neither market 
share nor potential reco~rse to any source of monopoly revenues to 

I 

cross-suDsidize prices;t0r anticompetitive reasons. FUrther, it is 
difticult to anticipate how MCl could make such anticompetitive 
conduct pay, as it wo~ld need to become dominAnt in the market and 
determine a means t~exclude others (in particular, Pacific Bell or 
GTEC) ~efore ~eco:r:m' q able to· sustain prices high enough a~ove cost 
for long enough to. recoup ._1 ts losses .from _ini.tial.predatory. .. --------. -t --- ~ 
pricing. Such a cenario· may be theoretically possible, but from I 

this vantage it ~~ certainly far-fetched and there is no evidence" I· 
I 

in its favor. As described later in this order and elsewhere~ we 
will continue td monitor the aevelopment of this market closely to 

f 
assure that it develops tully and tairly. Also-, we retain our full 
investigative ~uthority to· respond to· evidence of antieompetitive 

j 

conduct on the/part ot Mel or others, whether brouqht to our 
attention thr~uqh our own tormal monitorinq or by aqqrieved 
parties. I 

#f 
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~siot\~:ing !»s.t, !l!IRSl 1!ates /' 
There is a serious question of fairness raise~~y DRA, 

Pacific and GTEC~ ORA addresses it as a requirement ~t rates and 
charges be cost based to avoid the possibility of anticompetitive 
pricing practices~ Pacific asserts that Without~quirin9 that 
MCI~s rates be set above its costs, there wouldlbe noway to ensure 
fair competition and a level playing field. ~EC argues that if 
MCl is allowed to offer rates ane charges ~t are not cost based, 
the LEes should have this same oppo:tuni t:I to compete, without cost 
justification for their rates. ~ 

As long as GTEC, Pacific ~fi, and the other LEes must 
abide by a settlement agreement th~ requires that their 
competitive rates- "will be sot at;fully allocated or direct 
embedded cost," fairness requir~ that all other competitors should 
file cost based rates as well~ 

In opening up~e /ntratATA high speed digital service 
mar~et to competition, we ere urged by MCI and others, not to 
permit the LEes to- lower eir rates to a point where they would 
exercise dominant antic petitive impact. Now certain carriers 
other than the LECs warit the very opportunities for aggressive 
competition that they!would deny to the LEes. While there may be 
some reasonable cau'e to allow introductory offers ana promotional 
rates for brief ~iOdS of time for the non-LEe carriers, in 
fairness we cannot condone sustained patterns of below cost rates 
and charges. treaCbinq this conclusion, it is not our desire to 
require these on-LEC carriers to be burdened with unreasonable 
studies and r utine submissions of extensive cost data supporting 
their tarif;!revisions. 

i 
will therefore allow Mel to ma~e tariff revision$with 

a stateme in the accompanying advice letter that the rate,s and 
charges t erein are based on the costs of furnishing the service. 
We will fnlY require documented justification that the revised 
rates a e cost based, in the event of bonafide and timely protests 
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of such tariff filings. In the event of a bonafide protest of a 
permanent rate or charge in a new tariff filing, Mcfwill have the 
opportunity to either provide the necessary cost~pportor to 
withdraw the new rate and revert t~ its previously existing rate or 
charge. / 

We will waive the cost based re~ement tor introductory 
or promotional rates for periods of 30 da;t's or less, for good cause 
such as the availability of crew labor dUring slack seasons to 
accomplish necessary installations~f lew service at less than 
regular non-recurring charges. We w. 11 not welcome introductory or 
promotional rate filings by MCl mo e frequently than once in any 
l2--month period. I . 

other than as discussed above, we will continue to 
require all intraLATA rates o,lMCl to· be cost based until we have 
an opportunity to further rev'iew and revisit the issue of intra~A 
competition and the applic~lility of cost based rates for private 
line services to· the LECs and other telecommunications utilities in 

.S7-l1-033. 

MCl asserts~that the imposition of reporting requirements 
on MCl was not discussed or contemplated by the parties to the 
settlement agreement in Phase I of l.S7-1l-033 or 0.88-09-059. MCl 
opines that iftWiShes to· advocate imposition of such 
r~quirements, it is free to· do S~ in later-phases of I.S7-11-033, 
and the Commiss on should explore reasons for such reporting 
requirements at hearings before ordering the reports to be filed by 
Mel.. I 
Protests and/ cOIDIIents of Interested Parties 
Belmci.v~ :tojBeporting Reguirepents of D.89-02-0U 

Jacific opines that the need for these reports is 
I 

apparent,/because the reports will allow the Commission to assess 
the impact of allowing competition for intraLAXA high speed digital 

I 
private ine services. -These monitoring and reporting requirements 
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We are theretore lett with no qood policy r~e to 
support this requirement, an~ a qood argument that its ~sition 
would disturb the integrity of the settlement's imp~entation. We . ./ will grant HCI's motion to delete Orderlng Parag~h l~e. from 
0.89-02-025, and will entertain similar motions/trom other new 
entrants similarly situated. / 
Hex's Position on Reporting Requirement§ 

HCI asserts that the imposition of reporting requirements 
on MCI was not discussed or contemplattd by the parties to the 
settlement agreement in Phase I of ::rI.'S7-11-033, or 0 .. 88-09-059.. MCI 
opines that if ORA wishes to advoolteimposition of such 
requirements, it is free to do ,6' in later phases of I.87-11-033, 
and the Commission should explore reasons for such reporting 
requirements at hearings befo/e ordering the reports to be filed by 
MCI. ~ 
Protests and Ccmments of ~terested Parties 
RQlatiye to RAAOrting ReQUirements or p.89-02-025 

Pacific oPinesftbat the need for these reports is 
apparent, because the teports will allow the commission to assess 

I 
the impact of allowin? competition for intra~A bigh speed digital 
private line services. These monitoring and reporting requirements 
will also provide t~e Commission with information it needs to. 
oversee the effectri of competition. ,Therefore,. .. Pacific.contenCl.s...-. _ ... _ . 
that the monitori~g and reporting requirements of 0.89-02-025 are 
reasonable and should not be mOdified .. 

I 

GTEC ~s not take issue with the reporting requirement 
of 0.89-02-025 tor HCI. AT&T-C supports the position and requested 
modification filed by HCI. ORA first asked tor more stringent 
reporting requ!irements in its December 2, 1988 protest of MCl's 

( 

A.88-10-053 .. / NOW, ORA takes strong exception to MCl's request to 
be exempted from the less onerous reporting requirements of 
Ordering pa~agraphS 7 anc:l 8. of 0.89-02-025, stating that these 

I 

requir~s are entirely consistent with recent Commission 
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will also provide the Commission with information . 
oversee the effects of competition. ~herefore~ ~ific'contendS 
that the monitoring and reporting requiremeZts /f O~89~02-02S are 
reasonable and should not be modified. 

GTEC does not take issue with th reporting requirement 
I .. d d of 0.89-02-025 tor MCI. A~&T-C supports/the pos~t~on an requeste 

modification filed by MCl. ORA first asked tor more stringent 
reporting requirements in its OeCemb~2, 19S5 protest ot Mel's 
A.88-10-053. Now, DRA takes strong;'xcept:lon to· Mel's request to 
be exempted from the less onerous~eportinq requirements of 
Ordering Paragraphs 7 and 8 ot 0/89-02-025-, stating that these 
requirements are entirely cons~tent with recent Commission 
actions to monitor the develo~ent of competition in markets where 
competition was formerly prohibited. 

ORA also notes ~t Mel is not the sole applicant that is 
subj ect to the reporti~9 lequirements. Identical reporting 
requirements were impos ,on o.s. Sprint communications, AT&T-C, 
cable and Wireless, Wa 9 communications and Bay Area Teleport by 
decisions issued contemporaneously with 0_89-02-025 on February S, 
1989. / 

ORA also;notes that these reporting requirements will 
Hsunset," since the Commission only requires that the reports be 
filed for a two-~ar period through year end 1990. 
Discussion of RGPortinq Requirements for 
!SCI ~ IntraLM,'A/lIigb SRegd Digital S§.rvj.ce 

The~ssue of reporting requirements, while not advanced 
by the parties to· the Phase I settlement agreement in I.S7-11-033 
or in o.se-d9-059, was properly addressed in D.89-02-025 and in 
I. 1 other cont~poraneous orders ~ssued on. February 8, ,1989. We a $0 

sUbstanti~lY reduced the burden and sensitivity of these reports 
for this merging competitive industry, as compared to the content 
and timi q initially recommended for these reports by D~ 
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actions to monitor the development of competition in markets where 
competition was formerly prohibited. 

ORA also notes that MCI is not the sole applicant that is 
subject to the reporting re~irements~ Identical reporting 
requirements were imposed on 0' .. 5. Sprint communications, A1'&'l'-C, 

Cable and wireless, wang communications and Bay Area Teleport by 
decisions issued contemporaneously with 0.89-02-025· on February 8, 

1989. 
ORA also notes that th~~portinq re~Jire:ments will 

Hsunset,H since the commiss~ion only re~ires that the reports be 
filed for a two-year period t rouqh year end 1990. 

Discussion ot Reporting Re lrements for 
HeX's IptraLATA High Sgge4/pigital Se~c 

The issue of 7~ortinq requirements, While not advanced 
by the parties to the Phase I settlement agreement in 1.87-11-033 

or in 0.88-09-059, wa/ properly addressed in 0.89-02-0Z5 and in 
I 

other contemporaneo,;;s. orders issued on February 8, 1989. We also 
(I 

substantially reduced the burden and sensitivity of these reports 

" tor this emerqinqjOompetitive industry, as compared to the content 
and timing initi~lly recommended tor these reports by DRA. 

First/~e asked that the reports be tiled semiannually 
rather than qu~erly; more significantly, we deleted the 
requirement t~at. th~se .. utilit~es. ~omp~te.~h~i_r~ ~<?~t;s.~n. a .m~n~ly ________ _ 
basis tor each rate offering. 

Th'remaining reporting requirement is not-an onerous one .. 
since we ar& only asking for monthly service volumes, monthly 

" inward movement volumes, and monthly recurring and non-recurring 
billinqs bi tariff rate elements • 

.. 
,ThiS in~or.mAtion does not reveal who the customers are, 

how they were solicited, or their specific level ot business 
J 

activity ~ith Mel.. Thus, the question of propriety ot the reported 
informat£on is largely moot. 

J 

I 

I 
I - 7 -
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First we asked that the "eports be filed semi£' 
'" rather than quarterly~ more significantly, we deleted/the 

requirement that these utilities compute their eos~ on a monthly 
~asis for each rate offering. ~ 

The remaining reporting requirement's not an onerous one 
since we are only asking for monthly servie volumes, ~onthly 
inward movement volumes, and monthly reeu~ng and non-recurring 
~illings by tariff rate elements. ~ 

This information does not r~eal who the customers are, 
how they were solieited, or theirS eifie level of business 
aetivity with MCI. Thus, the ques ion of propriety of the reported 
information is largely moot. 

The calendar year 19~ sunset provision for these reports 
was inserted in the hope tha;!competition will truly emerge 
for this high speed digital~rivate line service, and this industry 
can be left to compete Wi~out need for reporting thereafter. We 
agree with ORA and Paeif±e that the reporting requirements of 

I. D.89-02-025· are reason~le and necessary. Therefore, we see no 
reason to make any ehange in the modest reporting requirements 
adopted for MCI in D/89-02-025 at this time. 
Findings of Fact / 

1. At the urging ot MCI and others, section IV. A.2. of 
I 

Appendix A of 0.&8-09-059 required Paeific and GTEC to set their 
respective rate' for eompetitive private line serviees at fully 
allocated or dfrect embedded costs. 

2. Wi7bout a requirement that MCI and other eompetitors also 
set their r~tes for private line services at or above costs, there 
would be no/way to ensure fair competition and a level playing 
field wit.h/'pacific, GTEC and/or the other LECs .. 

3. /There is reasona))le cause to waive the cost-based 
requirement, to allow MCI to provide temporary introductory otfers 
and pro~otional rates and charges for ~rief periods of time (30 
days jli less) to imp"ove p"oduetivity du"inq slack pe>:iods of 
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The calendar year 1990 sunset provision for these reports 
was inserted in the hope that competition will truly emerge 
for this high speed digital private line service, and this industry 
can be left to compete without need for reporting thereafter. We 
agree with ORA and Pacific that tho reporting requirements of 

/' 
0.89-02-025· are reasonable and necessary. Therefo~e see no 
reason to, make any change in the modest report in equirements 
adopted tor MCI in 0.89-02-025- at this time. ~ 
FindiDQULot FAct ' 

1. The Phase I settlement in I.S7 1~033 included cost
justification re~irements only tor t intraLATA.high-capacity 
private line prices of Pacific Bell n4/c'I'EC. 

2. The integrity of the Co ission's implementation of the 
Phase X settlement would be betjl~~:>preserved it the requirement to 
price above cost were deleted rom MCX's CPCN ~ranted in 0.89-02-
025-. 

3. MCl has no monop y.markets from which cross-subsidies 
I 

could be extracted to su ort predatory pricing in the high-
capacity intraLATA priv te/line market .. 

4. MeI has no ~parent means to- exclude other competitors 
from any segment of ~e intraLA'I'A high-capacity private line 
marlCet. / 

__ S. It is e.¥tr~me~y unlikely th~~ .MC,I_ i~ _now or ,will .. __ ~ _____ .. J- _. __ 
foreseeably be id a position to profitably pursue anticompetitive I 
conduct in the dompetitive intraLA1'A high-capacity private line I -
~~. ~ 1 

6·. The better preservation of the integrity of the i 
Commission's implementation of the Phase I settlement and the 
inability ot MeI to profitably pursue anticompetitive conduct are 
good cause/to delete the requirement to- price above cost from MCX's 
intraLA'I'A igh-capacity private line CPCN. 

'I'h~ semi-annual reports required by Ordering Paragraphs 7 
0.89-02-02'S are reasonable and necessary to- inform the 

- S -
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" 

worker availability; however the COmmission 40es not exP,~~o 
entertain such introductory or promotional rate fili~;bY MCl more 
than once in any 12-month period. ~. 

4. While there is a need to, require that al"l permanent rates 
for intra~A high speed digital private line se'rvice be cost 
based, it is reasonable to- alloW' MCl to file/ate revisions for 
this service without the contemporaneous f;Iing of full cost 
supporting data. ;/ 

5. Xt is also reasonable to allow Mex at its own eleetion to 
I 

withdraw any protested tariff filing (~ate revision) if it wishes 
to do so, in lieu of providing the ntcessary cost data. 

6. l.87-11-033 is the apprfiate formal proceeding for MeI 
to again present its request to be authorized to offer private line 
service rates which may not be;ciost based. A review of this issue 
in X.87-11-033 will also permi~ the LEes to, respond formally t~ 
MeX's proposal. ~ 

7. The semi-annual reports required by Ordering Paragraphs , 
/ . 

and 8- of 0.89-02-025 are reasonable and necessary to 1nform the , 
Commission of the development of emerging competition for these 
intraLAtA high speed d~ital private line services~ 

8. The reporti~ requirements discussed in 0.8-9-02-025 and 
in 6. above do not contain references to- specific customers or the 
mar)ce~ing practice~/ot Mel: an~, therefore, any question of 
proprl.ety of such informatl.on 1S largely moot. 

I 
9. A calendar year 1990 sunset prOvision has been 

incorporated in the reporting requirements of 0.8-9-02-02S so that 
these reports miy be terminated as and when competition fully , 
develops. / 

10. There is no compelling reason to make any changes in the 
modest report'inq requ'irements adopted' for Mel in D.8-9-02-025-• 
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Commission of the development ot emerqing competition for these 
intra LATA high speed digital private line services~ 

8. The reporting requirements discussed in 0.89-02-02~ and 
in 6. above do- not contain references to- specific customers or the 
marketing practices of MCl~ and~ therefore, any question of 
propriety of such information is largely moot. 

9. A calendar year 1990 sunset proviSion~~s been 
incorporated in the reporting requirements 0;10.89-02-025 so that 
these reports may be terminated as and whenl¢ompetition fully 
develoPS./ 

lO.. There is no compelling reasox: ' 0 make any chanqes in the 
modest reporting requirements adopte or MCl in 0.89-02-025-. 

11. The allowance ot an addit 'onal 30 days after the 
etfective date of this order for ~Cl to file its acceptance ot the 
CPCN authorized by 0.89-02-072,5. , a reasonable and necessary 
request. 
Con~lu§ions ot La~ 

1. Good cause havinqj:>een shown, Ordering Paragraph l.e .. 
should be deleted from 0.8,1'-02-025. 

2. Applicant's req;J'est for an additional 30 days from the 
date of this order to- file its acceptance ot the CPCN authorized by 

. I 
0.89-02-025 loS reasonal:>le and should be granted. v . 

3. Except to the· extent set ·forth· in ·eonelusionsot·-Law~-~-- - -1 
if 

and 2. al:>ove, MCl' s petition for modification of 0 ... 89-02'-025- Should. 
be deni~d. I . , . 

/ ORD LR 

XT IS ORDEREO that: 
£ 

1. The fo~owing changes are made to the ordering paraqraphs 
of Oecision 89-02-02,5. issued February 8, 1989: 

J • 
a. Order long Paragraph (O.P'.) l.e .. is deleted. 

b~ J .. P. S is modifiecl to apply within 30 days 
after the effective date of this- order 
:instead ot 0.8·9-02-02'$. 

I 
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11.' The allowance of an additional 30 days afte~e 
effective date of this order for MCl to file its ac;eptance of the 
CPCN authorized by 0.89-02-025 is a reasonable and/necessary 

request. L 
ConclUsions Qf lA~ 

1. Mel should be required to maintai its rates for 
intraLATA high speed digital service on a c~st basis to maintain a 
leve~ playing field with other providers~f this competitive 
servl.ce. / 

2. A change to Ordering Paragraph 1.e. of 0.89-02-02S should 
be granted in response to Mel's petition, namely that Mel may file 
tariff revisions for introductorY~nd/or promotional rates or 
charges for temporary periods 0:130 days or less without cost 
support therefor, consistent with the proceeding discussion and 
findings. In addition cost ~uPport for any permanent rate revisions 
by Mel need only be provided in the event of a bonafide protest of 
such rate changes. ~ 

3. Applicant's request for an additional 30 days from the 
date of this order to· tile its acceptance of the CPCN authorized by 
0.89-02-025- is reasona'ble and should be qranted .. 

/ . l' 4. Except to/the extent set forth ~n conc us loons of Law 2. 
and 3. above, MCI's'petition formodi!ication of 0.89-02-025 should 

/ be denied. 
9~ DER 

1'1'" XS ORDERED that:. 
1. The/following changes are made to· the ordering paragraphs 
•. I . of Decl.sl.onfo9-02-02S l.ssued February 8, 1989: 

al Ordering Paragraph (O.P.) 1.e. is modified 
to read: 

MCl Telecommunications Corporation 
(MCl) shall establish permanent 
rates and charges for its high 
speed digital private line service 
above its cos.t of providing such 
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b. 

service.. In doin~ so, HCI need not 
file full cost supporting data 
contemporaneously with its tariff 
revisions, but .it shall provide 
such supporting data in the event 
of a bonafide protestCs) of such 
rate chanqes. 

O.P. l.h. is added as follows: 

l.h. MCl may file tariff rGVisions 
for introductory and/or promotional 
rates· or ehar~es for temJiorary 
periods of less than 30/days 
without the need of co~t support 
therefor.. Such intr~ductory and/or 
promotional offerinqs shall not 
occur more frequentay than once a 
year. I . , 

c. O .. P .. 5 is modified/to· apply within 30 days 
after the effectiv~ date of this order 
instead of 0.89-00-025 .. 

2. The orderinq paraq~hS and other provisions and 
requirements' of 'D.S9-02-02sj&.ated February S, 19S9, except as 
expressly modified here r ,ontinue to· apply to· MCl after the 
effective date of this o~der. 

3. All other rel~f requested by MCI in its petition for 
modification of D.89-oi-02~ is denied .. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated MAY 2 s: 1989 , at San, Francisco, california. 

:c abstain. 

/s/ FREDERICK R. DUDA 
Commissioner 

.- 11 -

G. MITCHELL WILl< 
President 

STANLEY W.. HOLE'n' 
JOHN ,]3.. OHANIAN 
PATRICIA M. ECKER'X 

Co:nmissioners . . 
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2. The ordering paragraphs and other provisions and 
requirements of D.89-02-0ZS·dated February 8, 1989,. except as 
expressly modified here, continue to· apply to MCl after the 
effective date of this order. 

3. All other relief requested by MCl in its petition for 
modification of 0.89-02-025 is denied .. 

Tbis order is effective t04ayw 
Dated _________ ,. 

I a:bstain. 

lsI FREO~CK R. OUDA 
Commissioner 

\, 
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MITCHELL WILK 
President 

S'tANLEY w. HO'LETl'. 
JOHN" B .. OHANI.AN 
PATRIClA.M: E~AERT 

Commissioners 


